THE TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT DILEMMA
THE NETWORK OPERATOR REALITY…
For a Network Operator or Service Provider that has been
around a while, their Op:cal Transport networks reﬂect
infrastructure that is legacy in nature based on organic
growth or through M&A. These legacy networks are likely
suppor:ng cri:cal customer services and revenue. Based on
budget considera:ons and resource availability, plans to
migrate oﬀ of these legacy networks and disrupt the services
and revenue in place are typically a lower priority.
These exis:ng networks reﬂect legacy Element Management
(EMS) and Network Management (NMS) systems that are s:ll
opera:onal to ensure that these infrastructures and service
assurance experiences can be managed. These plaKorms are
likely from a variety of vendors, each one of which carrying
various levels of ‘risk and opex concerns.’

A QUICK Q&A LIST TO AUDIT YOUR
LEVEL OF RISK AND OPEX EXPOSURES

LEGACY EMS/NMS PLATFORMS
THAT ARE GUILTY OF MANY OF
THESE ISSUES
*NO PARTICULAR ORDER

Nortel Preside
Nokia OMS, PHM
Ericsson (fTelcordia) NMA
Fujitsu NETSMART
Ciena (fCyan) Planet Operate
Cisco Prime, CTM
Tellabs MetroWatch
Ciena OneControl
WaveStar CIT/SNMS/SNC
Many others…

WHAT TO DO NEXT?

Is the EMS/NMS applica:on itself, no longer supported by the
vendor?

What if you had a way to take all the complexity, costs,
and risk mi:ga:on associated with maintaining many
Transport EMS/NMS applica:ons and consolidate this to
one plaKorm? The end outcome would be signiﬁcant
opex and capex reduc:ons, the ability to forward-enable
automa:on support for this legacy infrastructure ‘and’
the strategic networks of today and tomorrow... and
‘make it all look the same.’

Has the EMS/NMS failed to comply with your SW Security
requirements for related OS, patches, applica:on access? (i.e.
the recent Log4j compromise, others?)

LAST CONSIDERATION…

Does the EMS/NMS reside on Legacy Server HW/
Infrastructure that is End-of-Life, minimal to no support,
possibly failing already, or not able to even load the latest
patches?

Are you required to run disparate SW releases on the EMS/
NMS, or the NE’s themselves, to align to required (or outdated)
versioning of the applica:on?
Are you s:ll paying maintenance and costly opex, for an EMS/
NMS plaKorm that you don’t even like?
Is the EMS/NMS applica:on ‘cloud ready’ to move to Linux/
VM/similar environments?
Does the EMS/NMS support mul:-vendor automa:on across
the full life-cycle of the service experience?
Does the EMS/NMS plaKorm support open APIs in support of
OSS/BSS integra:ons and Digital Transforma:on needs?
Are you having to maintain Opera:ons and Engineering
exper:se for each EMS/NMS and related Network Elements
supported? (and costly technician doing mundane work)

Many :mes the opex you are already paying to support
these legacy EMS/NMS applica:ons (people, vendor
maintenance, legacy HW support, others) - can pay for a
netFLEX deployment by itself! Let alone the opera:onal
eﬃciency savings you will immediately obtain through
Real:me Inventory (for network capacity planning,
service design, assurance correla:ons) and Assurance
Analy:cs (test/triage automa:on and proac:ve
management).
LightRiver will help you quickly review the total cost of
ownership with your legacy EMS/NMS applica:ons to
address the tough ques:ons referenced and the
strategic-next advancements of your new future!

netFLEX was architected for end-to-end network and
service automa8on where real8me (discovered)
inventory, ac8onable analy8cs, and control automa8on
were built for SDN abstrac8on to allow for uniform
management of mul8-vendor and mul8-technology and
make it ‘all look the same.’ This comprehensive Op8cal
Domain Controller Framework supports full life-cycle
service automa8on of legacy and nextgen transport
networks. netFLEX supports a full complement of
network-health-automa8on leveraging data/analy8cs
to baseline performance and make it all ‘ac8onable.’
The ul8mate diﬀeren8a8on for LightRiver is that we
par8cipate in the end-2-end engineering, design, lab/
factory commissioning, ﬁeld install, and network
management and automa8on of some of the most
complex, mul8-vendor, technology diverse and largest
op8cal networks on the planet. This visibility and
touch, allows us to build advanced automa8ons against
that which is deployed in the real world vs. that which
is developed against cap8ve lab environments.

Realize True Network Flexibility

SDN:
Op8cal Domain Control for end-2-end network abstrac8on

Only Multi-Vendor Solution:
That includes discovered inventory, ac8onable analy8cs, & control automa8on

Network FLEXibility:
Across every func8onal area
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Programmability:
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Enablement of UI, API, and program-and-go for every func8onal area
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Digital Experience:
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Of visibility & control, as the operator & customer would deﬁne
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